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(based on works with A. Martin and M. Ryskin )

Early LHC Measurements to Check Predictions
For Central Exclusive Production

Higgs sector study- one of the central targets of FP420 physics menu

aim: to list & expose the main uncertainties in the theoretical expectations for CEP rates 
and to propose the measurements which  will allow to cross- check the predictions 

V.A. Khoze (IPPP, Durham  &  PNPI, St. Petersburg )

8th April, 20008

(Marek, Jeff, Pierre, Andy, Brian)
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reference. purposes,
ExHume tuning
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How reliable are the calculations ?
Are they well tested experimentally ?

● How well we understand/model soft physics ?
● How well we understand hard diffraction ?
● Is ‘hard-soft factorization’ well justified ?

What  else could/should be done in order to
improve the accuracy of the calculations ?

So far the Tevatron diffractive data have been Durham-friendly)

clouds on the horizon ?
or

(Dino, Jim)
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DATA

Saga about soft survival  (1992-2008)

Uncertainties in prediction of the CEP cross sections
(exposed)

SA
NIT

Y C
HECKS
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PDF’s DEMOCRACY

KMR08- global analyses gives a spread of up tp 3.

Here we are on the conservative side, but further studies and  tests are needed

Higher-Order QCD effects

Uncomfortably large higher-order QCD effects  in the case of exclusive
processes, exemplified by  the Sudakov effect.
Seen  now in the new dijet exclusive data. 

A killing blow to the wide range of theoretical models.

Further detailed theoretical studies needed, NNLO Sudakov ?

Self-consistent  combined treatment of higher order effects in unintegrated

struct. Functs. and in the hard cross-section – requires further detailed studies

(Dino, Jim)
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Bartels,Bondarenko,Kutak,Motyka-06

used pert.thy. corrn could be 
large and σ H(excl) modified ?

KMR-06 arguments for small effect

enhanced absorption,
discussed first  KKMR-01
in the  diffractive dijet
context

“enhanced”
correction
to σH(excl)?

Semi-enhanced hard rescattering and soft-
hard factorization

Leading neutron
prod. at HERA, Zeus, K(KMR)-06
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By popular  demand
(forward community)
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I   ‘Worst-case’ scenario (proton tagging is still to come)

Early LHC DATA

Physics with rapidity gap trigger (ATLAS, CMS, ALICE)
and comparatively low ET  thresholds (20-30 GeV) probably for the first days

RP information, when    

First, measuring  the ratios of rates  X + gap/ X inclusive (X=W,Z, dijets, dimuons…..)

pp RG +Z+ RG

pp W +RG                    probing quark distributions inside proton

pp RG +W + RG

pp RG +jj+ RG    (à la recent CDF studies) probing gluon distributions

pp RG +Υ + RG

pp RG +central ’soft junk’ + RG   ??

(‘holes’ in rapidity are not v. essential)

Information on   S²

Practically all rapidity range virtually covered

Ratios of any sort are easier at the start  (ADR & Orava).

∗S²

(CDF experience)

∗S²
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Rapidity Gap veto trigger + high pt
lepton or jet trigger

Early data runs:

The ratio (W+gaps/ W inclusive) will be measured first. 

pp X+ RG+ W+ RG +Y photon   
exchange dominates

Tests of absorption effects in the EW processes
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(Leszek, Graeme)

(CMS studies, S. Ovyn)
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(K.G.& Montanha-98)
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y=-ln ξ, ξ=(1-x)

( also for  calculations of the pile-up backgrounds) 

Higher sensitivity to the 
parameters of models for 
Soft  Diffraction
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Main Tests at a glance

Soft  Survival Factor S² W/Z + Rap Gap events

Generalized Gluon Distributions                          Exclusive Y- production 

Higher - Order Perturbative QCD                           Exclusive two/three jet production 
Corrections to the Hard Amplitude 

Soft diffraction program                                       Tests of models for soft diffraction
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Conclusion

We are now at the qualitatively new stage when the theoretical predictions
for the CEP cross sections have reached  the level of a factor of 3 accuracy.

So far Durham group has been able to  describe/predict the diffractive data.

Essential improvement  of the  accuracy will require a lot of work and may not happen 
until the LHC experiments come FORWARD and produce the data (already) in the early  runs.
This will not be easy. It is not like a walk in the park.

LET THE DATA TALK !

Only a large data set would allow to impose a restriction order on the theoretical models
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BACKUP
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MSSM

without ‘clever hardware’:
for H(SM) bb at 60fb-1 only
a handful of events due to
severe exp. cuts and low efficiencies,
though S/B~1 . 

But H->WW mode at M>135 GeV.  (B.Cox et al-06)

enhanced trigger  strategy & improved   

timing  detectors (FP420, TDR)

The  backgrounds to the diffractive H bb mode are
manageable!

situation in the MSSM is very different
from the SM

Conventionally due to overwhelming QCD 
backgrounds, the  direct  measurement of 

Hbb is hopeless

>

SM-like

(Marek’s talk)

4 generations: enhanced H bb rate (~ 5 times )
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☻ Up to now the diffractive production data are consistent with K(KMR)S results
Still more work to be done to constrain the uncertainties.

Exclusive high-Et dijets
CDF: data up to (Et)min>35 GeV

• ‘Factorization breaking’ between the effective diffractive structure functions    
measured at the Tevatron and HERA.

•The ratio of high Et dijets in production with one and two rapidity gaps

• Preliminary CDF results on exclusive charmonium CEDP.  

•Energy dependence of the RG survival (D0, CDF).

Central Diffractive Production of γγ (….ππ,ηη ) (CDF, PRL-07)
(  in line with the KMRS calculations)

Leading neutrons at HERA

LET THE DATA TALK !

EXPERIMENTAL CHECKS

Only a large data set would allow to impose a  restriction order on the theoretical models

(PRD, in press)
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d
A killing blow to the wide range of theoretical models.

Visualization of QCD Sudakov
formfactor
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Dependence on jet ET

min min 5.3( ) 1/( )T Tjj
CEP E Eσ ∼ min min 2.4) 1/ )( (T T

CIP
jj E Eσ ∼

Enhanced absorption effects  (if essential) could change such behaviour;
(sensitivity to the gap size,  to lower ET)  
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KMR-02

High ET central jets are not required (in principle)

proton pt allows to sample 
different impact parameters bt

Opacity Scanner
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Survival Probability

average over 
diff. estates i,k

over b

survival factor 
w.r.t. soft 
i-k interaction

hard m.e.
i k X

If the outgoing protons are observed (with pT=0), 
then average amps


